WHITE LABEL
SOLUTION

About FX Junction

FX Junction is one of the largest open social trading networks aimed,
but not limited to, forex traders worldwide. Many of our members
trade cryptos, futures, CFDs, indexes and more on their MetaTrader
(4 and 5) accounts.

Operating since 2011, our community counts:
Over 26,000 registered members.
More than 10,000 trading accounts linked.
From over 1,000 different brokers.
With a total number of 28M+ trades placed and counting.
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Our White Label solution
Our White Label offer is a turnkey solution, fully hosted and Managed by the FX Junction team, branded with your
name, logo and custom design, deployed on the domain of your choice.
It is the perfect solution for brokers wishing to integrate a social trading experience into their existing platform or
for entrepreneurs starting their new Fintech project.
All tried and tested functionality of FX Junction is made available to you to create your own social trading universe.
Works with virtually all MetaTrader 4 and 5 brokers.
Fast time to market - typical implementation time of 2-3 weeks.

Turnkey functionality
All current and future functionality available on FX
Junction made at your disposal for your social trading
platform

You: Manage your business and grow your community
The FX Junction team:
Hosting of your clients’ accounts (no need for them
to run any EAs or having their terminals on to
remain connected)
Servers management and administration.
Code development and bug fixes.
Custom client functionality development.
Security.
Backups, maintenance, replications, DB
optimizations, technical support etc etc .

Fully customized
Before launching the White Label platform, we work with the client to completely customize the look and feel
of their social network:
Application of your logo and color/ design guidelines.
Your pictures and artwork.
Custom made landing page - either your design or designed by our graphical designer based on your
instructions and requirements.
Modifications to the workflow of the application such as in the AutoCopy functionality.
Setting of own supported payment processors, social network references etc.

Market leading trading and
performance statistics
Your White Label platform will get the same market leading trading
and performance statistics as available on FX Junction.
These consist of almost 100 statistical measures, charts and tables
that allow your members to slice and dice their performance and
performance of other members to better understand their trading.
The performance statistics are based on the True Time Weighted
Rate of Return (TWRR) which is the gold standard of performance
measurement in the trading and asset management industries.

AutoCopy functionality
included
One of the most popular functions on FX Junction is the AutoCopy
functionality.
This allows the copy trading accounts to replicate, in near real-time,
trading activity on the so-called Signal Providers’ accounts.
Your White Label platform will not only contain this functionality
but you can also decide what makes the most sense for
your business:
Will you pre-approve/ validate users who want to become Signal
Providers?
What fee models will they be allowed to offer? Per transaction, per lot
(volume) or a monthly subscription fee?
Will your Signal Provider be allowed to offer free trials?
How much will they be allowed to charge your Copy Traders?.

Administration section
of your White Label
platform

Your White Label platform will come with the
Administration section which will help you keep
an eye on your community and manage its
core functionality.
Monitor new user sign ups with graphical breakdowns
based on the country of origin and broker used.
Monitor and administer Credits purchases and
withdrawals Administer your users - validate your
Signal Providers, suspend offenders etc.
Moderate the Dashboard discussions
Set your website analytics (Google Analytics etc),
customize the advertising on your platform etc.

Application that speaks
your language
The FX Junction White Label platforms are fully translated and
localized (including the right-to-left layout) into the following
languages:
English
Chinese
Spanish
Russian
Arabic
Indonesian
We’re happy to add support for more languages upon
request.

Dedicated support
We offer support to our White Label customers from 2 locations, so as to ensure the best around the clock
coverage:
Slovakia, India.
Our clients can reach us via email, Skype chat or Skype call during normal business hours in these 2 locations.

Simple and transparent pricing
Pricing based on the number of connected accounts at each calendar month end. No tricks, gimmicks or complicated
pricing schemes.
Contact Us
For more information, do not hesitate to get in touch with our team:
Email: whitelabel@fxjunction.com
Skype: support@fxjunction.com

